
“Digging deeper” into fracking issues 
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The controversies regarding the use of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling to liberate huge 

qualitites of natural gas and oil now recoverable from shale formations will not soon go away. And the 

vigorous opposition to “fracking” should not and will not stop until the regulations that have been put in 

place are seen to be rigorously enforced and the fracking will only be carried out where the gas is found in 

very deep locations many thousands of feet below aquifers that supply drinking water. That is not to say 

that there will be no more complaints about fracking. There will still be some cases where hazardous 

chemicals present in the deep formations will be brought to the surface with the drilling water and this 

will require special water treatment before it is released into streams. There will be cases where drill pipe 

casing itself fractures, causing leakage of gas and oil to the surface. But this has been happening ever since 

oil and gas drilling got started and cannot be totally eliminated. And in many areas, land owners who are 

not getting rich from leasing drilling rights under their properties, will complain that they are getting 

stuck with fracking problems without getting the benefit of income from leasing. 
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The graphic at left plots information from seismic and drilling surveys made at several points in the 

Marcellus formation. The lower, rising line shows the depth of natural gas bearing shale far below the 

acquifers at the same location. Drilling is or will be carried out several thousand feet below the lowest 
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point in the acquifers. The liberated gas and oil rises to the surface through piping inside drill casing and 

is then treated and sent to the ultimate users. Fracking at level of the aquifers (down to 2000 feet below 

the surface) should and presumably will not be permitted. 

The next graphic shows the materials used in the fracturing process. The most important is, of course, the 

water sent down the well at very high pressure. In the water is the “proppant”, either sand or coated steel 

balls, that facilitates the breaking up of the shale formation by blasting with the water/proppant mixture. 

Small amounts of relatively well-known chemicals are added to the water for various purposes as shown.  

The final graphic below identifies the chemicals and lists their normal, consumer-oriented uses. The fact 

that these are well-known and relatively benign chemicals does not mean that you would want them in 

your drinking water. But that is what regulations are intended to avoid. 

 

Government and corporations involved in energy supply are strongly commited to the process of 

fracturing shale formations to supply our country with boundless amounts of inexpensive natural 

gas. However, this process requires large amounts of water and therefore competes with farmers and 

other water users for this increasingly scarce resource. This, rather than drinking water contamination, is 

a more serious problem.  
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